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Photomultipliers
• Play important role in many physics 

experiments

• High Gain (internal amplification)

•  typ. value: 106

• ! 106 secondary electrons per                                                         
initial photoelectron pe

• Low intensity light detection possible

Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.  Electron Tube Center
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Latest Trend in Vacuum Devices
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Semiconductor 
Detectors

• Photodiodes,  PIN-Diodes (no 
Gain, linear response)

•  Avalanche Photodiodes 
(APDs), applied reverse bias 
voltage, (gain up to 1000, linear 
response)

• Higher gain can be achieved 
when operating a few volts 
over VBreakdown (no linear 
response!)                                          

linear mode: gain up to 
1000 

Geiger mode Photodiode: 
gain !106

binary device
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Chapter 2 Light Detectors

Figure 2.9: Ionisation coe!cients for electrons and holes for di"erent semiconductor materials [18].
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Figure 2.10: Schematic view of the charge carrier multiplication process. An electron-hole pair is
generated by photoelectric absorption. The electron and hole are accelerated under the influence
of the strong electric field into opposite directions. Electrons can generate electron-hole pairs by
impact ionisation whereas the produced holes drift out of the high-field region without amplification.
Therefore the avalanche propagates only in one direction and is limited by the length of the high-field
region. The resulting current is proportional to the number of primary (photon generated) charge
carriers.
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Holes don‘t 
multiply in the 
linear mode



Geiger Mode Avalanche 
Photodiode (GAPD)

• Striking Photon results in „self sustaining“ avalanche which has to be stopped 
(quenched)

• Passive quenching: large resistor in series: reverse voltage on the pn-junction 
decreases because of large voltage drop on quench-resistor during 
breakdown.

• High Gain! Drawback: Resulting Signal is not proportional to the number of 
photons: binary (yes/no)! No information about number of photons!

Current (a.u.)

Time (a.u.)

Standardized output signal
Rquenching

-Vbias5

Ujunc

R · Iph

Ujunc = Ubias + R · Iph



Concept of a Silicon 
Photomultiplier

• Array of many GAPD‘s (typ. 1000/mm2) connected to common output

• Resulting analogue signal is prop. to number of photons for 
Nph<<Npix

     - Vbias

n pixels

One pixel 

  fired

Two pixels fired

Three pixels

  fired

Current (a.u.)

Time (a.u.)
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Summary of SiPM 
properties

• High Gain 105-106

• Very compact (1x1 - 5x5mm2)

• Robust

• Low operating voltage (<100V)

• Insensitive to magnetic field

•            Broad spectrum of applications
7
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Fields of Application
• Hadronic calorimeter of the future project: International Linear 

Collider (ILC)

• e+ e- Collider with total length of 30km, 
Upgrade:              

• Positron Emission Tomography (PET)
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ILC Large Detector 
Concept (LDC)

• Large Volume TPC as main 
tracking device

• High granular electromagnetic 
and hadronic calorimeter 
(HCAL)

• Compact design of HCAL 
within strong magnetic field of 
4T

• High longitudinal and 
transversal segmentation: 
Cell-size 3x3x0.5cm3 (Imaging 
Calorimeter)

Multi Jet event

reconstruct individual
 particle tracks

HCAL

ECAL

TPC
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HCAL Prototype, DESY

• Steel-scintillator Sandwich 
structure. Plastic scintillator (blue) 

• 1 m3 Prototype made of 38 Layers 
216 Channels per Layer

• Equipped wit SiPM‘s from MEPHI/
PULSAR (enhanced green 
sensitivity)10

Wavelength 
shifting fibre 

(blue!green)

Chapter 1 Introduction

4.1 Read-out chain 21

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: (a) Picture of the first completed tile mosaic of the physics proto-
type. (b) Fully equipped scintillator tile with a WLS fibre guiding
light to a SiPM in the front right corner.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: (a) Emission spectrum of the used scintillator. (b) Absorption
and emission spectrum of the WLS fibre.

Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) chip designed by Laboratoire Accélérateur Linéaire
(LAL). A detailed description of this chip can be found in [27]. The ASIC chip is
used in two di!erent working modes, the so called calibration and physics mode, to
optimally fit the complete SiPM working range with the used 16-bit analogue to digital
converter (ADC) range. For small signals the shaping time is short (40 ns) and the
amplification is high (approximately factor 100). In this calibration mode single photo-
electron spectra can be observed. For higher signals less amplification is needed. The
physics mode used for these signals has an amplification of approximately factor 10.

Figure 1.7: Left: Emission spectrum of the scintillator used. Right: Absorption and emission
spectrum of the wavelength shifting fibre.

sensitivity in the blue region, readout without a WLSF may become possible representing a
more elegant solution, easier extendable for the large scale future design.
Since the variety of available devices is growing (there are already several producers on the
market), it is necessary to characterise the devices, which means to determine the basic
parameters describing the performance, in order to allow the selection of a specific device.

Beam 
Direction

Figure 1.8: Photograph of the hadronic calorimeter prototype (HCAL) together with the electro-
magnetic calorimeter prototype (ECAL) and the tail catcher and muon tagger system (TCMT). All
three prototypes were operated together at the test beam areas of DESY and CERN [12].
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Scintillation Tile with 
SiPM Readout

• Wavelength shifting fibre 
converts blue scintillation 
light into green light (SiPM 
has enhanced green 
sensitivity)

• The MPPC from 
Hamamatsu gives the 
option for a direct 
readout without WLSF

• To ensure proper 
operation, SiPMs need to 
be tested and 
characterised

1.3 The Calorimeter Prototype

on the left side a photograph of one layer of scintillating tiles. The complete prototype con-
sists of 38 of these layers alternating with 1.6 cm thick steel absorber plates and is shown in
figure 1.8. It was exposed to electron and hadron beams at test-beam areas of DESY and
CERN. The thickness of the prototype corresponds to a total nuclear interaction length of
4.5 !int. On the right side of figure 1.6 a photograph of a single 3! 3 cm2 tile is shown. The

SiPM
WLSF

Scintillating Tile

Figure 1.6: Left: One layer of scintillating tiles for the analogue HCAL. The tile sizes ranges from
3! 3! 0, 5 cm3 in the middle to 12! 12! 0, 5 cm3 in the outer region. Right: Scintillating tile with
wavelength-shifting fibre and readout via SiPM. The edges of the scintillating tile were chemically
treated to produce small reflective bubbles on the surface. Inside of the calorimeter the up- and
down-side will be covered with reflector foil [12].

tiles consist of an organic scintillator, having the advantage of a fast decay time and being
produceable in principally every shape compared to inorganic scintillators (section 4.1) which
are often used to detect gamma rays. The tiles are chemically treated (matted) on the lateral
surfaces, and the up- and down-sides are covered with a highgly reflective foil to inhibit the
escape of scintillation light. If a particle crosses the tile, it produces a certain amount of
blue scintillation light depending on the energy and type of the particle (" 5000 photons per
minimum ionising particle (MIP) see figure 1.4). The light, produced at di!erent positions in
the tile, is collected with a 1 mm diameter wavelength-shifting fibre (WLSF) which is placed
in a 2 mm deep groove on the scintillating tile. It absorbs the blue scintillation light and
emits green light (see figure 1.7) since the light detector has the highest detection e"ciency
for green light. One end of the WLSF is covered with highly reflective foil while the other
end is guided to the small 1 ! 1 mm2 active surface of a novel kind of photon detector, the
so-called silicon photomultiplier (SiPM). Also other photon detectors like avalanche photodi-
odes and photomultipliers were studied ([13] and [14]) for the scintillation light readout, but
finally the SiPM was chosen to built the 1m3 prototype. It is well suited for this application
due to the high gain (comparable to vacuum photomultipliers), the small size which allows a
direct light readout at the tile, and the insensitivity to magnetic fields. Since the calorimeter
will be placed inside the magnetic field in the final design, this is an important feature. The
SiPM was developed at the Moscow Engineering Physics Institute (MEPhI). Nowadays there
are several manufacturers on the market producing similar devices. Recently another device,
the so-called multi-pixel photon counter (MPPC) from the company HAMAMATSU, became
available and was tested as a potential candidate for the tile readout [15]. Due to its high
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Characterisation 
Measurements
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Gain Measurement

Frequency Generator Discriminator QDC

Lightproof Box

Gate

Signal

Preamplifier

Optical Filters

Fiber Bundle

LED

SiPM Operation 
Circuit

Voltage Source
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Photoelectron Spectrum
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• Single Photon Signals can be 
discriminated. 

• Histogram peaks correspond 
to a certain number of p.e.

• ‘‘Distance‘‘ between two 
neighbouring peaks equals the 
Gain M

• Obtained by applying the Fast 
Fourier Transformation

Chapter 3 Silicon Photomultiplier Test-Setup

1 photoelectron

2 photoelectrons

3 photoelectrons

0.5 photoelectrons

Figure 3.8: SiPM signal in the absence of Light. Signal pulses corresponding to one, two and three
pixels firing (photoelectrons) can be seen. The vertical division is 10 mV and on horizontal division is
5 ns.

Dead time correction

The used scaler module showed a dead time of !dead = 10ns. This means that two subsequent
pulses could be separated by the scaler if the time interval between them was larger than the
dead time interval. If the time di!erence was smaller than this value the subsequent pulse
was not recognised. Hence at high frequencies the measured rates are smaller than the real
dark-rate. Therefore the measured rates were corrected using the non extended dead time
formula (3.5). It assumes that the insensitive time is not extended if a second pulse appears
within the dead time generated by the first pulse.

Rreal =
r

1! r · !dead
(3.5)

where r is the measured dark-rate and Rreal represents the real (corrected) value.

Measurement Results

The dark rate was measured as a function of the applied over-voltage for the di!erent SiPM
samples. Figure 3.9 shows the result for a discriminator threshold value corresponding to half
a single photoelectron signal (0.5pe). As expected the number of dark counts is increasing
with the over-voltage since the probability for an electron to tunnel into the conduction
band is rising with the applied electric field in the depletion region (see equation 2.12). The
measurements show that the dark-rate is increasing with increasing pixel size and the two
samples from SensL in general show a higher dark-rate then the devices from HAMAMATSU.
However, there are more measurements needed in order to explain the the exact shapes of
the curves; e.g. the flattening for high rates for the two SensL devices and the rise for high
over-voltages of the MPPCs.

38

Oscilloscope picture, 
V:10mV/div, H: 5ns/div



Gain measurement 
results
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SensL SPMScint1000X04 (1144 pixels)

Hamamatsu S10362-11-025C (1600 pixels)

Hamamatsu S10362-11-050C (400 pixels)

Hamamatsu S10362-11-100C (100 pixels)

Gain vs. Over-voltage
8 Samples from 

HAMAMATSU (MPPC) 
and SensL (SPM) have 

been tested.
All have an active area 

of 1"1mm2

100 -1600 Pixels
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Cpixel
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(Ubias ! Ubreak)
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Dark-rate

• Electron hole pairs resulting in a Geiger discharge 
cannot only be generated by photons.

• Thermal excitation can occur if the band gap is 
smaller than the thermal energy of a charge 
carrier. (0.0259eV at room temp.)

• Tunnel excitation: If an electric field is present, 
charge carriers can tunnel through the band gap 
into a state in the conduction band with the same 
energy. Important for SiPMs because of the 
strong electric field.
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Chapter 2 Light Detectors

dark-current since the high electric field causing tunnel excitation is crucial for avalanche
breakdown.

EV

EC

p-type

n-type

EG

L =
EG

qeE

E(x)

Figure 2.16: Left: Schematic view of the tunnelling e!ect. Right: Shape of the potential barrier
used for the calculation of the tunnel probability.

The number of dark count induced events per second is referred to as the dark count rate.
It shows an exponential dependence on the electric field according to equation 2.12. Typical
values are in the range from several 100 kHz to MHz (see section 3.2 for more details).
Another process which is responsible for noise production is the so-called afterpulsing e!ect. It
is possible that during avalanche breakdown some of the carriers will be trapped by impurity
states. After some time they will be released again. If they stay longer in the trap than the
recovery of one single pixel, there is a probability for a subsequent Geiger-mode discharge
initiated due to the release of this carrier. This will result in a single photon pulse appearing
with a time shift to the real signal.

2.3.5 Optical Crosstalk

It is well known that during avalanche breakdown of a reverse biased diode photons are
produced [28, 29, 30]. The physical reasons therefore are manifold: carrier recombination,
intraband transitions and bremsstrahlung caused by the coulomb interaction of hot carri-
ers. Some photons from the processes mentioned above may have enough energy to generate
electron-hole pairs. An often referred number is about 10!5 [29] photons per charge carrier
crossing the junction. For a representative gain value of M = 106 this gives about 10 pho-
tons per avalanche breakdown. These photons may reach a neighbouring pixel where they
can trigger additional avalanche breakdown. Therefore there is a photon assisted crosstalk
between the pixels. This undesired e!ect, often referred to as optical crosstalk, falsifies the
obtained signal in a way that the measured signal indicates more photons than really have
been observed. An apparent way to reduce optical crosstalk is to isolate optically the indi-
vidual pixels. This can be achieved by putting trenches between the pixels (see picture 2.17).
Optical crosstalk represents especially a problem if the exact number of photons is needed
(e.g. for the determination of the PDE).

28

Tunnel excitation



Dark-rate measurement

Preamplifier

SiPM

Voltage Source

DiscriminatorScaler

Gate Generator
CAMAC Trigger inhibit
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Dark-rate measurement 
results

Over-voltage [-V]
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The two samples from SenSL show a high dark 
rate up to 107 Hz (at 0.5pe. threshold, strong 

reduction for higher counting threshold)
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Photon Detection Efficiency (PDE) 

•     Reflection coefficient

•                        

•                    : Probability for a 
free charge carrier to initiate a 
Geiger discharge

•       : Quantum efficiency 
(Probability for charge carrier 
generation)

MPPC cont.
• digital response of each pixel

0p.e.

1p.e.

2p.e. 3p.e.

Vbias (V)

Gain (10 )
5

V  : breakdown voltage0

C : capacitance of a pixel

1600pix

T.Takeshita cal-review@DESY May07

Active area

Aluminium track connecting 
individual pixels

Quenching resistor

Single Pixel Picture HAMAMATSU

Source: HAMAMATSU
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PDE = (1!R) · !geo · !avalanche · QE

!geo =
AActive

ATotal

R :

!avalanche

QE



PDE measurement

Xe-Lamp
Monochromator

Spatial Filter
Neutral Filters
(used to modify

the light intensity)

Micrometer 
Positioning Stages

xy-plane

Metal Box containing
MPPC and PIN-diode connected to 

the picomaperemeter
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Size of the light spot

• Active area MPPC 1"1mm2

• Active area PIN-diode 3"3mm2

• Diameter of the light spot has to be smaller 
than 1mm. Otherwise light will be lost.

• The diameter was measured by moving the 
MPPC in the x- and y-direction, respectively 
while measuring the photocurrent.

21



Photocurrent Profile
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1. Use PIN-diode (linear behaviour) for calibration of neutral optical 
filters
2. Measure photocurrent of MPPC (HAMAMATSU 1600 pix) as a 
function of light intensity

Light Intensity (normalized)
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Linearity for d=0.7mm light spot

Light Intensity 
was chosen in 

order to ensure 
linear behaviour 

of the MPPC
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 Linearity of the MPPC



First Results

Wavelength [nm]
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=70.65V, Sample 131
bias

MPPC, 1600Pixels, U

The measured shape of 
the curve is in agreement 
with the expectation. The 
functionality of the setup 
was proven, however 
more systematic 
measurements are 
needed.
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PDE =
IMPPC · R · h · c

M · e · IPIN · !

Calibration data sheet



Other Application: 
Positron Emission 
Tomography (PET)
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Introduction to PET
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Inorganic Scintillator
BGO Bismuth germanate, 

LSO Lutetium orthosylicate

(Common 
PMT‘s)

11C,  13N, 15O, 18F incorporated 
into glucose molecule



Why use MPPC‘s

• Scintillation light 
from LSO is blue 
(Peak at 420nm)

• MPPC has an 
enhanced 
sensitivity in the 
blue range Peak emission

 of LSO (420nm)
Source: Hamamatsu
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Why use MPPC‘s

• Spatial Resolution

• Small size
! possibility to study single crystal 
readout with size from 1"1-3"3mm2 

• Study the fusion of PET and Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) (small PET 
detector contained in MRI) because of the 
insensitivity to magnetic fields.

• High gain, low operation voltage
28



Reduction of 
Background
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Energy Resolution
True coincidence Scattered coincidence

Annihilation point

Gamma ray

Line of response

Why is energy resolution crucial 
for PET?
Cut scattered events but keep true 
events
! need good energy resolution

30

Only photo-peak 
is allowed



Timing Resolution

Good timing resolution helps to keep the 
coincidence window as small as possible to reduce 
Random coincidences. 

31

Annihilation point

Gamma ray

Line of response

True coincidence Random coincidence



Time of Flight PET
• Accuracy of position measurement is: ( for #t = 500ps )

•  ! No gain in spatial resolution (typical value 4-6mm), but the signal to 
noise ratio improves. (Improving the sensitivity of the detector)

Submitted to IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science LBNL-51788
!
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*0$+&"&3%.'%"#&%.1A&-"% "#$"%2.(,*% 1&% 3&-.)/"3(-"&*%(/0)<% A(/"

"#&% 3$)*.+% .3% /-$""&3&*% &4&)"/D% 0/% ,$3<&3% "#$)% "#&% $-"($,

&+0//0.)% /.(3-&% $)*% -$)% 1&% $993.@0+$"&*% 1>% "#&% -$+&3$V/

9$"0&)"% 9.3"% *0$+&"&3:% BK($"0.)%L% "#&)% 93&*0-"/% "#$"% "#&

4$30$)-&%3&*(-"0.)%20,,% 1&%<3&$"&3% '.3% "#&% 3$)*.+%$)*% /-$""&3

&4&)"/%"#$)%"#&%"3(&%&4&)"/=%$/%"#&03%&''&-"04&%/.(3-&%*0$+&"&3/

$3&%,$3<&3:

?#&% "0+&I.'I',0<#"% 0+93.4&+&)"% *&9&)*/% /"3.)<,>% .)% "#&

&+0//0.)% /.(3-&=%/.% "#&% .1A&-"% +(/"% 1&% /9&-0'0&*% 1&'.3&% $)

$--(3$"&%&/"0+$"&%.'% "#&% 0+93.4&+&)"% '$-".3% 0/% .1"$0)&*% C2&

*.%"#0/%0)%W&-"0.)%XXXYD:%B/"0+$"0)<%"#&% "0+&I.'I',0<#"%<$0)% 0/

'(3"#&3% -.+9,0-$"&*% 1&-$(/&% "#&% "3(&=% /-$""&3=% $)*% 3$)*.+

&4&)"/% $,,% -.)"301("&% ".% ).0/&% 0)% "#&% '0)$,% 0+$<&% $)*% "#&

0+93.4&+&)"% '$-".3% 0/% *0''&3&)"% '.3% &$-#% .'% "#&/&

-.)"301("0.)/:%N.2&4&3=% $% ,.2&3% ,0+0"% .)% "#&% 0+93.4&+&)"

'3.+%?JE% 3&-.)/"3(-"0.)% 0/% &$/0,>% -.+9("&*:% X'% 2&% $//(+&

"#$"% "#&% &''&-"04&%/.(3-&%*0$+&"&3/% '.3% "#&% "3(&=% 3$)*.+=% $)*

/-$""&3%&4&)"/%$3&%$,,% &K($,% ".% "#&%9#$)".+% *0$+&"&3% C"#0/% 0/

$--(3$"&%'.3% "#&% "3(&/%1("% ()*&3&/"0+$"&/% "#&% 0+93.4&+&)"% 0)

3$)*.+/%$)*%/-$""&3D=%"#&%4$30$)-&%3&*(-"0.)%'$-".3/%f%<04&)%1>

BK($"0.)%L% '.3% "#&% "3(&/=% "#&% /-$""&3/=% $)*% "#&% 3$)*.+/% $3&

&K($,% C0:&:= fT = fS =%fR = fD:% G/% $,,% "#&%4$30$)-&/%*&-3&$/&%1>

"#&% /$+&% '$-".3=% "#&% ).0/&% 4$30$)-&% .'% "#&% '0)$,% 0+$<&% $,/.

*&-3&$/&/%1>%"#0/%'$-".3%f:

B. Measured Improvement

G%)(+1&3%.'% "#&%?JE% MB?% -$+&3$/% "#$"%2&3&%1(0,"% 0)% "#&

6Z[\V/% +&$/(3&*% "#&% ?JE% 4$30$)-&% 3&*(-"0.)% RFF=% F]IF[S:

X)"&393&"0)<% "#&/&% *$"$% 0/% *0''0-(,"=% $/% /(1/"$)"0$,% ).0/&

3&*(-"0.)%'$-".3/% .'"&)% -.+&% '3.+% "#3&&% *0''&3&)"% 9,$-&/^% 6D

3&*(-&*%3$)*.+%&4&)"% 3$"&/%1&-$(/&% "#&%#$3*2$3&%-.0)-0*&)-&

20)*.2%0/%3&*(-&*=%FD%3&*(-&*%).0/&%0)%"#&%"3(&%&4&)"/%*(&% ".

"#&%?JE% 3&-.)/"3(-"0.)% $,<.30"#+=% $)*% !D% 3&*(-&*% ).0/&% 0)

!"#$%#&'"#()

*%&%+&",-

."/0)%

*%&%+&",-

."/0)%

1'2%3"435)'67&

*%&%+&",-

."/0)%

*%&%+&",

."/0)%

E0<(3&%F^%?0+&I.'IE,0<#"%H&-.)/"3(-"0.):%;0"#%-.)4&)"0.)$,% 3&-.)/"3(-"0.)% C/#.2)% .)% "#&% ,&'"D=% $,,% 90@&,/% $,.)<% "#&% -#.3*% $3&% 0)-3&+&)"&*% 1>% "#&% /$+&
$+.()":%;0"#%"0+&I.'I',0<#"%3&-.)/"3(-"0.)%C/#.2)%.)%"#&%30<#"D=%&$-#%90@&,%.)%"#&%-#.3*%0/%0)-3&+&)"&*%1>%"#&% 93.1$10,0">% C$/% *&"&3+0)&*% 1>% "#&% "0+&I.'I
',0<#"%+&$/(3&+&)"D%"#$"%"#&%/.(3-&%0/%,.-$"&*%$"%"#$"%90@&,:

Advantages of  Improved timing accuracy in PET Cameras using LSO Scintillator, W.W. Moses LBNL-51788

!x =
c

2
!t = 7.5cm
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Setup
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&

QDC

Gate !160ns

LeCroy
Model 1182
250pC FSR

Computer

Scintillating crystal

Source Na22



Used Scintillators

Crystal Size
Peak 

emission
Decay time

LSO
(Lutetium 

Orthosilicate),
Hilger Crystals

1"1"15mm
3

3"3"15mm
3

420nm 40ns

LFS
(Lutetium Fine 

Silicate), Lebedev 
Institute

3"3"15mm
3 blue

similar to 
LSO
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Readout with MPPC‘s 
from Hamamatsu

Pixels Active area
Operating 

voltage
Dark rate 
0.5 pixels

Dark rate 
1.5 pixels

Gain 105

400 1"1mm2 76V
220k - 
250kHz

9k - 10kHz 7.4 - 7.5

3600 3"3mm2 70V
3.2 - 3.3 

MHz
320k - 
330kHz

7.4 - 7.5
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Resolution 
!E

E
! 14%

36

1"1"15mm3 LSO with 1"1mm2 
MPPC

I took the plot from your talk.
Shall I show these results or 
my measurement?
I measured just 15-16% 
resolution with about 400p.e.
Did you consider the intrinsic 
resolution for your 300p.e?

Energy resolution of 14% 
(fwhm) was measured

Coupling between 
crystal and MPPC is main 
systematic error for the 
small crystals !10%

Improvement possible!

blue sensitive
MPPC

~8% for LSO negligible

!
!(E)

E

"2

!
!

1"
N

"2

+ (!intr(E))2 +
#!noise

E

$2

4.1 Physical Principles of PET

!

!

!

!

!‘

!‘

!‘

!‘

!‘‘

e- e-

e-
e-

e-
e-

e-

Scintillation
Light

e-

!

Figure 4.5: Di!erent interactions of gamma rays in a scintillation crystal resulting in detectable
scintillation light.

Inorganic scintillators show an intrinsic energy resolution which has two main causes:

Inhomogeneities and impurities: Due to the production process inhomogeneities and
impurities cannot be fully avoided, and hence photons produced at di!erent positions
inside the crystal will give di!erent response in form of light detected by the photo-
detector.

Nonlinearities: If the energy response of the crystal is not strictly linear (i.e. the propor-
tionality factor depends on the energy), the amount of produced scintillation light will
depend on the actual absorption process. For example a one step photoelectric absorp-
tion and a two step Compton scatter with subsequent absorption will yield di!erent
amounts of scintillation light.

The above mentioned items are responsible for deviations of the actual shape of the energy
spectrum in figure 4.6 compared to the ideal one (figure 4.2). The photopeak appears to be
blurred and its full width at half maximum (FWHM) over the mean value is called the energy
resolution "E/E of the system. It can be described by the following formula:

!
"(E)

E

"2

!
!

2.35"
N

"2

+
!

"intr(E)
E

"2

+
!

"noise

E

"2

(4.1)

The first term is of statistical nature since the number of photoelectrons counted by the pho-
todetector are underlying statistical variations. The statistics can be described by the Poisson
distribution whose variance, when counting N photoelectrons is given by

"
N . Furthermore
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3"3"15mm3 LSO & LFS 
with 3"3mm2 MPPC‘s

Resolution 
(fwhm)

LFS Crystal

!E

E
! 11%

LSO Crystal

!E

E
! 10%

Resolution 
(fwhm)

Typical value with “traditional“ Photomultiplier tube 
(511kev) : 10%

LSO and LFS are equal within systematics ~3%
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Timing Measurement
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Setup

Oscilloscope

No Preamplifiers needed!
Direct evaluation with 

oscilloscope

Oscilloscope: 
Tektronix Model 
7204, Bandwidth 
4GHz,  20GS/s 
⇒Time 

resolution 50ps
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Timing Measurement

1. Define coincidence threshold 
Npe

2. Define timing threshold Ncut

h1
Entries  4096

Mean     1694

RMS     814.6

Integral  3.441e+05

QDC-Channels
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000

E
v
e
n

ts

0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

1600

h1
Entries  4096

Mean     1694

RMS     814.6

Integral  3.441e+05

Energy-Spectrum LSO 3x3mm^2

Npe

1.

2.
Ncut

Npe

MPPC Signals

!t = t1(Ncut)! t2(Ncut)
S1 > Npe ! S2 > Npe

Where did you read the 
formula for the timing? I 
did not find it in the 
papers I have about PET:
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Timing Measurement

A Background is superimposed and degrades the timing
!Need to go to high coincidence threshold

41

“Photoelectric event“

- Background 

“Background event“
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Results Timing

Increasing coincidence 
threshold
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!t = (650± 20)ps

Background worsens timing 
from 700ps to 1.4ns 

!t = (1.4± 0.07)ns

~50pe~10pe

(fwhm) (fwhm)

Time [ns]
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35

40

!t = (578± 35)ps

~70pe

(fwhm)

A timing resolution of 500ps 
improves the signal to noise 

ratio by a factor of 2



Conclusion

• New kind of photon detector is available

• Application in high energy and medical 
physics possible

• Characterisation setup was assembled

• Build PET-prototype to verify the concept
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Thank you for your 
attention!
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Backup
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Cpixel and Ubreak

3.1 Gain Measurement

The gain value can therefore be calculated by measuring the position of the first peak which
was done by the application of a Gaussian fit. To convert the gain value given in the unit
“QDC-Channel” to the unit of elementary charge qe it was multiplied by the following con-
version factor:

M[qe]
M[QDC! Channels]

=
0.25 · 10!12C

50 · qe
= 31211 (3.4)

where the 0.25 pC factor represents the resolution of the QDC (i.e. the charge value belonging
to a single channel). The factor 50 in the denominator takes into account the usage of the
preamplifier, and qe is the electron charge.
The gain of SiPMs from di!erent manufacturers has been systematically measured as func-
tions of the applied bias voltage Ubias. For every value of the bias voltage a spectrum like in
figure 3.4 was acquired and the gain was estimated by applying the FFT. The outcomes are
summarised in figure 3.6 which shows the gain as a function of the over-voltage Uover. The
graph demonstrates the linear dependence on the bias voltage as expected from equation 2.9:

M =
Cpixel

qe
· (Ubias ! Ubreak)

Accordingly the pixel capacitance Cpixel and the breakdown-voltage Ubreak can be determined
by fitting the data shown in figure 3.6 to formula (2.9). Cpixel is the slope of a straight line,
and the breakdown-voltage is defined as the voltage where the gain becomes one. Table 3.1
summarises the results of the measurements. It can be seen that the obtained results are
consistent with formula 2.4:

Cpixel "
A

d

Device Number of Pixels Ubreak [V] Cpixel [fF]

HAMAMATSU S10362-11-025C
Sample 131 1600 !68.21 ± 0.07 22.47 ± 0.02
Sample 132 1600 !68.38 ± 0.07 23.17 ± 0.02

HAMAMATSU S10362-11-050C
Sample 163 400 !68.2 ± 0.2 101.8 ± 0.2
Sample 164 400 !68.66 ± 0.07 107.4 ± 0.1

HAMAMATSU S10362-11-100C
Sample 180 100 !68.34 ± 0.06 314.7 ± 0.2
Sample 181 100 !68.8 ± 0.5 313.3 ± 0.5

SensL SPMScint1000X04
Sample 713/4 1144 !28.56 ± 0.03 57.78 ± 0.04
Sample 714/4 1144 !28.52 ± 0.04 60.7 ± 0.5

Table 3.1: Summary of the measured quantities. The active surface of all detectors is 1# 1mm2
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Bandwidth and Absolute Scale of 
the Monochromator

• Mounted grating (1200 lines/mm)

• Suitable for wavelengths "$450nm

• The light, present at the exit of the monochromator 
contains not a single wavelength, but an „area“ 
around the chosen value which is called bandwidth.

• Illuminate monochromator with light of well known 
wavelength and measure intensity profile I(")
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Spectral Calibration 
Lamp

Table 1 Usable Wavelengths of Spectral Calibration Lamps (in nm) 

 6035 

Hg(Ar) 

 6034 

(HgNe) 

 6033 

(Xenon) 

 6030 

(Argon) 

 6032 

(Neon) 

 6031 

(Krypton) 

 184.9  253.65  418.0  294.3  585.25  427.4 

 187.1  296.73  419.3  415.9  594.48  432.0 

 194.2  302.15  433.1  420.1  607.43  435.5 

 253.65  312.57  439.6  427.7  609.62  457.7 

 265.4  313.151  444.8  476.5  614.31  461.9 

 284.8  313.181  446.2  488.0  616.36  465.9 

 302.2  365.02  473.4  696.54  621.73  473.9 

 312.571  404.66  480.7  738.40  626.65  476.6 

 313.151  435.84  483.0  750.39  630.48  483.2 

 313.181  546.07  508.1  751.47  633.44  557.0 

 320.8  576.96  529.2  763.51  638.3  587.1 

 326.4  579.07  531.4  772.381  640.111  758.74 

 345.2  614.31*  554.0  772.421  640.221  760.15 

 365.02  638.30*  541.9  794.82  650.65  769.45 

 404.66  640.111*  547.2  801.48  653.29  769.45 

 435.84  640.221*  597.7  811.53  659.901  785.48 

 546.07  650.65*  603.6  826.45  660.291  805.95 

 576.96  703.24*  605.1  840.82  667.83  810.44 

 579.07  1013.98  609.8  842.46  671.70  811.29 

 615.0  1128.74  659.5  912.3  692.95  819.00 

 1014.0  1357.02**  680.5  922.4  703.24  826.32 

 1357.0  1367.35**  699.1  965.8  717.39  829.81 

 1692.0  1529.58  823.2  1047.1  724.52  829.81 

 1707.3  1688.15**  828.0  1331.3  743.89  850.9 

 1711.0  1692.02**  834.7  1336.7  783.9  877.7 

   1694.20**  840.9  1371.8  792.7  975.2 

   1707.28**  881.9  1694.0  793.7  975.2 

   1710.99**  895.2    794.3  1363.4 

   1732.94**  980.0    808.2  1442.7 

   1813.04**  992.3    811.9  1523.9 

   1970.02**  1262.3    812.9  1533.4 

     1365.7    813.6  1678.51 

     1473.3    825.9  1689.04 

     1541.8    826.6  1689.68 

Wavelength [nm]
578 579 580 581 582 583
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0.8

1

0.4mm

0.1mm

Monochromator Bandwidth

! Peaks are shifted by 2.7 nm
! Bandwidth can be tuned to 1nm
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HeNe-Laser

• Wavelength (632,8nm)

• Intensity is not constant over long time-
period (few min.)

• Intensity was observed on a screen.

• Maximum appears at ~635,5nm

! Absolute Calibration (Scale is globally 
shifted by 2.7nm)
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PDE Measurement 
(Preliminary)

• Measure Photocurrent with PIN-diode. 

• Measure Photocurrent with SiPM.

PDE =
IMPPC · R · h · c

M · e · IPIN · !
Calibration data 

sheet

PDE =
ne

np
ne =

ISiPM

M · e
np =

P · !

h · c
P =

IPIN

R

Still contains Crosstalk and 
Afterpulses!
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